 In the field of Internet users' influence analysis, taking into account the behavior of network users from the impact of financial factors, we have limited influence within the network. In this paper, we choose the search-charts to study the online user behaviors. To analyze the influence of the search charts, the impact factor and impact time are proposed. Based on those two parameters, the mathematical model for the influence of the search charts is proposed. After validation of the real data and simulation results of two methods, the validity of the model is confirmed. The model can be obtained by the two conclusions: First, the initial stage of ranking reflects the objectives of the users. Second, the ranking will have differences with the users' objectives within a certain time, but the length of time is related to the influence of the charts and the differences between the ranking and the users' objectives.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays ， technology develops constantly in society. Internet affects the political, economic and cultural life increasingly which draws great attention of the whole society. About ten years ago, SE (search engine) grows explosively all over the world. With the fast development of SE and network, search-chart is much more popular than ever because of numerous keywords and online users. We concentrate on music as a particularly important application of search charts.
"Search-engine" and "online music" are in the first place of all of the online applications either from the growth rate or size [1] . Generally agreed that searchengine is a web-based application while online music is an entertainment application. The studies of the combination of those two applications are rare. The combination of an entertainment application and a basic application needs to be studied. Therefore, the analysis of two basic characteristics of network applications Yue Yang 1,2,* , Chunting Wang and user features, from the theoretical interpretation of search ranking for Web applications and the impact of user behavior, for our understanding of user behavior to guide the network has its significance.
The paper is organized as follows. A discussion of the related work is provided is in the next section. Section 3 introduces the datasets of music search charts analyzed in this paper. Section 4 introduces the modeling of impact factors of the search-charts. The results of simulation are shown in section 5. The last section is about the conclusion and future work.
RELATED WORK
In recent years, many academics all over the world continued to be concerned about the effect of charts. Their research show that the impact of the charts has gone deep into the various fields. In the film industry, the influence index of the ranking has been lasting for decades [2] [3] [4] . The ranking of the movie and its release time are linked tightly. That phenomenon was observed in the film industry of Hong Kong, United Kingdom [5] , Turkey [6] , and Australia [7] . In the music industry, the music charts is important too [8] . Since the fifties of last century, it has been affecting the popularity, the sales, even the development of the music industry. The music charts is used to reduce greatly computational quantity of popularity similarities [9] . The typical features of music charts are periodicity, numerous keywords, popularity, and so on. The algorithm is appreciated with the network of search-charts and other fields.
THE SEARCH CHARTS
In this paper, we get the data from the baidu-charts which are real-time common charts. The baidu-charts are important parts on the web station of www.baidu.com. As we know, the www.baidu.com has been the top one of the Chinese market for a long term.
The baidu-charts we used to estimate our algorithm are music searching charts. In the charts, the ranking of keywords are based on the number of times they were searched by online users. Its application involves news, knowledge, video, entertainment, and so on. We just select the music charts to study in this paper. The baidu-charts involved below is the music charts on the web station of www.mp3.baidu.com . The dataset of baidu-charts is about the hits of 746 keywords on the top-k of baidu-charts during the 24hours, while the second dataset is about the hits of 725 keywords on the top-k of baidu-charts during the 148hours.
Based on the data of whole charts, we select two instances, which the variations of probability are rising trend and decreasing trend. The two pictures in Fig. 1 are both about the probability of hits. The left one shows the rising trend and the right one shows the rising trend. From those two pictures, we could get two kinds of the variations of hit probability. We are able to classify the keywords by the trend of probability.
THE MODELING OF SEARCH-CHARTS
The ranking of the keywords are based on the number of their hits by online users. In another way, the ranking of one keyword is just decided by the probability of search. The ranking of the words should be impacted by some factors, such as big bang news, special online users, financial factors, and so on. In this paper, we just consider the influence of the user behaviors within the network. The factors which influence the ranking of search-charts are the ranking before and the users' behaviors. In the following, the model of the probability of search of keywords will be given. 
The Probability of the Hits of Keywords
Let P k be the search probability in the term of k. Let Q be the number of online users who search the keywords in the term of k+1. Let  be the users who search the keywords based on the ranking in the term of k. After derivation and calculation, we finally get the model of search probability as shown above.
The Sliding Windows of Search-Charts
For a music charts, the number of keywords included in one chart usually is much bigger than that in a movie chart or a selling chart. Therefore it is unnecessary to compute the number of hits of all keywords in a long term. The sliding window is used in the music-charts as shown in Fig.2 , to restrict the number of keywords. Let T s denote the time of the sliding window. We move the sliding window over the sequence of hits at Ts increment. Here, in every term of T s , the hits of keywords are computed and transformed to their ranking and then to a top-k chart.
With the help of sliding windows, the discrete modeling of search probability is turned to be the continuous model. We set T 0 be the term of sliding windows. The definition and derivation are as same as the discrete model above. 
The experimental result is shown in Fig. 3 . In those two figures, the blue lines are about the real data of the search probability, while the red ones are about the data of our model. Through those two pictures, we know that the modeling of the search probability is quite similar to the real data. 
CONCLUSION AND MATHEMATICS
We make a probability model based on the online user behaviors for the searchcharts. In that model, there are two factors which are very important for the ranking of the keywords. The model and the simulation results reveal that how the keywords are searched by online users. For the music and the search engine are the two of most popular online applications, the model of impact factors proposed in this paper applies to other applications based on online users.
